Increased physical activity

Increased consumption of healthy foods

Panels:
- No flavored milk at breakfast at Grant Elementary
- No flavored milk at breakfast at Hamilton Middle
- No flavored milk at breakfast at King Elementary
- Smarter Lunchroom at Grant Elementary
- Smarter Lunchroom at Hamilton Middle
- Smarter Lunchroom at King Elementary
- Monthly crop swap at city lot
- Garden at city lot
- Phone support, referrals via The Children's Clinic
- Support groups at The Children's Clinic
- HEAL prescription at The Children's Clinic
- CalFresh enrollment at The Children's Clinic
- Improved walking/biking routes to King Elementary
- Fitness classes at Houghton Park

Notes:
- Size of circle indicates how many people reached.
- Distance from outcome indicates how long until the change impacts behavior.

Label:
- City adopted several open space plans
- Improvements at Coolidge Park
- Wellness Council at Jordan High
- City passed ordinance to incentivize urban farming

Community transformation in North Long Beach